
Additional Accessories for NAME DAY TIKI BAR 2021

from Grandgirl Miniatures 


We all know you can’t have a bar without barstools! My entry comes 
with a cushion in a choice of two fabrics.


__ Barstool Kit, 1” scale, $12    __ 1/2” scale, $10  __ 1/4” scale, $8


__ Hibiscus                     OR ___ Birds of Paradise


The cooler is on my Tiki Bar order form but here is 
an alternate choice. My grill will fit into the same 
opening in the back bar. I will include the spatula 
and large fork shown as well as a picture of glowing 
coals to put inside.


__ Charcoal Grill Kit, 1” scale, $10   __ 1/2” scale, $8


__ 1/4” scale, $6




Food and drink are essential to every back yard party and 
this set of baskets will compliment both. The caddy on 
the left has a handle and 4 compartments for napkins and 
utensils. It could also be used for BBQ condiments. On 
the right, is a more shallow divided tray for all of those 
garnishes for drinks. This set includes the baskets only. 
The fruit, utensils, and napkins are not included.


__ Basket Kit, set of two, 1” scale, $12    __ 1/2” scale, $9


__ 1/4” scale, $7


This cute and witty sign will enhance the fun and party 
mood to your Tiki backyard. It is intended to hang but can 
also just be glued to the side of your bar or fence, etc. 6 
cute sayings on 6 boards that glue together and mini 
“ rope” to hang, included.


Decorative Sign Kit, ___, 1” scale, $6


____ 1/2” scale,  $5    ____ 1/4”, $4




More Furniture! 

Adirondack-style chairs are so comfy aren’t they? Mine has 
it’s own style to blend with the bamboo. It is assembled with 
pegs to make it more authentic and easier to assemble.


Outdoor Chair Kit, ___ 1” scale, $10


__  1/2” scale, $8,  __ 1/4” scale, $6


Comfy outdoor furniture to enjoy in your mini environment. I have a chaise, a camp 
chair, and matching table in very easy to assemble kits.


Chaise Kit  ___ 1”, $12


__  1/2” scale, $10,  __ 1/4” scale, $8


Camp chair, ____ 1”, $8


__  1/2” scale, $6,  __ 1/4” scale, $5


Matching Table Kit, ___ 1”, $6


__1/2” scale, $5,  __ 1/4” scale, $4



